CASE STUDY

PRE-INVESTMENT ENVIRONMENT,
SOCIAL GOVERNANCE (ESG) SUPPORT SERVICES

CLIENT
Client:

3i

Country: Europe, USA

SERVICES

VALUE ADDED
Independent, expert
support to 3i’s investment
programme

•
•

Environmental, Social
Governance (ESG)
Transaction Support

BACKGROUND

OBJECTIVES

OUR ROLE

SLR has been retained by 3i
to support its Responsible
Investment Initiative with a
specific focus on the review
of ESG issues at the
pre-investment stage.

Our client recognised that as a Responsible
Investor it has obligations in ensuring that
investment is made in companies that act
responsibly, legally and ethically. SLR has
been able to assist 3i with the provision of
pre-investment ESG reviews using our team
of experienced consultants who offer the
‘outside in’ review of investment targets that
would otherwise be missing in the review
process.

Our consultants have a wealth of
experience across a wide range of service
sectors, geographic regions and have first
hand experience of complying with
various international standards,
conventions and policies as they relate
to ESG.

The approach developed by SLR, in
conjunction with 3i, supports our client’s
desire to undertake commercially based
technical reviews of target investments
in a timely manner and to provide
consistent reporting to its internal
investment approval processes.

The development of a consistent approach
to the ESG review process and reporting has
allowed 3i to quickly focus on the key issues
that should be addressed in pre-investment
Due Diligence and identify opportunities for
continued improvement post investment.

Using this expertise, we have been able to
offer our clients the benefit of:
•
•
•
•
•

Wide ranging sector experience
Strength in depth technical expertise
Commercially based advice
Consistent assessment and reporting
structures
Significant ‘value added’ insight for
enhanced future ESG performance
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METHODOLOGY
Using a combination of client provided
information, our own sector research
and previous experience, SLR carried out
pre-investment reviews which focus on a
wide range of ESG issues, including:
•
•
•
•
•

Environmental compliance and
management structures
Sustainability, including impacts on
third parties and reputation
Environmental and Safety
Management Systems
Property/land management issues
Resources management, including
water and other natural resources

•
•
•
•
•

Waste emissions management
(to air, water and soil)
Energy and Carbon Management
Supply chain management, ethical
sourcing and labour rights
IT and critical systems management
Bribery & corruption and business
ethics

Each review is tailored to the business
sector for the target investment.

“Delivering value from ESG
using an Integrated SLR Approach”
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